How to Copy-Edit Your Own Final Paper:
Breaking Down the Editing Process for Success

Wednesday, February 20
10:00-11:00 AM

- Find out how to identify your own copy-editing needs as a writer.
- Learn proven techniques for reading your own paper more effectively and efficiently.
- Discover resources to help you answer your own questions about structure and style.
- Arrange your editing plans to use your remaining time strategically.

Bring an assignment that’s near completion, and get a chance to see your own work in a different light.

Open Writing Session—No Appointment Necessary!

Academic Support Programs
Graduate Writing Center
www.blogs.umb.edu/gwc
@GWC_ASP_UMB
Campus Center-First Floor-1300, UMass Boston
617-287-6550

Anyone requiring disability-related accommodations in order to fully participate in this event should go to www.ada.umb.edu and complete the request form.